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EVALUATION

The students in Gabriel’s class earn a salary for doing certain jobs. They can use it to get
rewards or buy things from the school store. Students have to rotate jobs every week,
and they can’t do a job twice until they’ve done all of them at least once.
Here’s the list of classroom jobs and the associated weekly salary:

SALARY

JOB

WHEN

Pass out snacks

Every morning

$5

Clean the board

Thursdays after school

$3

Pass out handouts

Upon request

$2

Wash student desks

Fridays

$3

Open and close windows

Morning and end of day

$4

Be the messenger

Upon request

$2

Change calendar date

Every morning

$5

Keep library organized

Even days

$3

Empty recycling bin

Even days

$3

SCHOOL STORE CATALOG
Day off from homework: $28
Day off from reciting to the
class: $30
Lunch inside with a friend and
my teacher: $20

NOVEMBER 2013

Free time on the computer: $15

Something from the surprise
box: $10
Permission to sit next to a
friend for the day: $18
Permission to bring in a toy
from home: $12
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PROBLEM 1

What reward would you want to buy if you were in Gabriel’s class?
_______________________________________________________________________
What jobs would you need to do to earn enough money?
Do the math and show your work below.
_______________________________________________________________________

How many weeks would it take to earn enough money?
Do the math and show your work below.
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_______________________________________________________________________
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PROBLEM 2

What rewards could Gabriel buy if he did the following jobs?
Pass out snacks

Every morning

$5

Wash student desks

Fridays

$3

Open and close windows

Morning and end of day

$4

Be the messenger

Upon request

$2

_______________________________________________________________________
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_______________________________________________________________________
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PROBLEM 3

Charlotte has already made $11 and she’d like to earn a day off from reciting to the class.
How much more money does she need?
_______________________________________________________________________

What jobs should she choose to earn
the money as quickly as possible?
__________________________________ $___________
__________________________________ $___________
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__________________________________ $___________

